Mastering ® Chemistry

Chemistry:
The Central Science

Continuous Learning
Before, During, and After Class

Designed with the single purpose of helping
your students reach more moments of true
understanding that lead to better results.
NEW! eText 2.0

• Full eReader functionality includes page navigation, search, glossary, highlighting, note taking,
annotations, and more.
• A responsive design allows the eText to reflow and resize to your device or screen. eText 2.0 now works on
supported smartphones, tablets, and laptop/desktop computers.
• In-context glossary offers students instant access to definitions by simply hovering over key terms.
• Seamlessly integrated eInteractives engage students through interactivity to further enhance their learning
experience.
* New! 50 Interactive Sample Exercises bring key Sample Exercises in the text to life through animation and
narration.
* New! 27 SmartFigures walk students through complex visual representations, dispelling common
misconceptions before they take root.
• Accessible (screen-reader ready).
• Configurable reading settings, including resizable type and night reading mode.

Mastering® Chemistry is the most advanced, most widely
used online chemistry tutorial and homework program
available.
Mastering Chemistry, with Pearson eText, utilizes the
Socratic method to coach students through problemsolving techniques, offering hints and simpler questions
on request to help students learn, not just practice.
Tutorials guide students through the most challenging
chemistry topics andhelp them make connections. The
Mastering system helps teachers maximize class time
with easy-to-assign, customizable, and automatically
graded assessments that motivate students to learn.

TRY IT TODAY!

Teachers, register for preview access today at
Savvas.com/access_request.
Select Science, Initial Access, and
complete the form under Option 2. Teacher
preview code will be delivered via email.
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The Pearson eText gives
students access to the text
whenever and wherever they
can access the Internet.

14e AP® Edition, ©2018
with Mastering® Chemistry with Pearson eText
Brown, LeMay et al.

eText features include:
• Now available on
smartphones and tablets.
• Seamlessly integrated videos
and other rich media.
• Fully accessible (screen-reader ready).

Continuous Learning
Before, During, and After Class

• Configurable reading settings, including resizable
type and night reading mode.
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• Instructor and student note-taking, highlighting,
bookmarking, and search.

BEFORE CLASS

Chemistry: The Central Science Program Components
AP Student Edition with Mastering Chemistry with Pearson eText (up to 6-years) with Test Prep Workbook for AP® Chemistry

9780134617251

Test Prep Workbook for AP® Chemistry

9780134661483

Instructor’s Resources including Instructor’s Resource Manual, TestGen with Test Banks, and Lab AIE

Online Only

Student Solutions Red Exercises

9780134552231

Student Solutions Black Exercises

9780134580098

Student Study Guide

9780134554075

Complete Solutions to Exercises

9780134552248

Student Laboratory Experiments

9780134566207

Mastering Chemistry with Pearson eText (1-year access)

9780134553108

Mastering Chemistry with Pearson eText (up to 6-years access)

9781323476123

To learn more about this program including components and Mastering Chemistry
with Pearson eText, visit www.Savvas.com/Advanced
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Mobile Media and Reading Assignments Ensure Students Come to Class Prepared.

9780134650951

Pre-Lecture Reading Quizzes are easy to customize & assign
NEW! Reading Questions ensure that students complete the assigned
reading before class and stay on track with reading assignments. Reading
Questions are 100% mobile ready and can be completed by students on
mobile devices.

615E3348

AP Student Edition with Mastering Chemistry with Pearson eText (up to 6-years)

Join the Conversation
@SavvasLearning

Get Fresh Ideas for Teaching
Blog.Savvas.com

Savvas is proud
to partner with
Pearson to offer the
best in AP, Honors,
and Electives
products

NEW! Dynamic
Study Modules
personalize each
student’s learning
experience. Created
to allow students to
acquire knowledge
on their own and
be better prepared
for class discussions
and assessments, this
mobile app is available
for iOS and Android
devices.

Pearson eText in MasteringGeography
gives students access to the text whenever and wherever they can access the
internet. eText features include:
• Now available on smartphones and tablets.
• Seamlessly integrated videos and other rich media.

Embedded in eText 2.0, as well as assignable in MasteringChemistryTM, new
features engage students through interactivity to enhance the reading experience
and help them learn challenging chemistry concepts.

Active and Adaptive

Embedded in eText 2.0, as well as assignable in MasteringChemistryTM, new
features engage students through interactivity to enhance the reading experience
and help them learn challenging chemistry concepts.

NewmasteringChemistry
Levels of Student Interaction for
Active and Adaptiveis the leading online homework, tutorial, and assessment
system, designed to
improve results by engaging
students before, during, and
Improved
Understanding
Mastering
Chemistry is theConceptual
leading online homework,
tutorial, and assessment system, designed to improve

The most trusted Chemistry program!
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with MasteringGeography

• Offers AP Correlation guide to the College Board’s AP® Chemistry
Curriculum Framework. Visually Revised to Better Help
Chemistry
• Features a Student Test Prep Students
Workbook Build
for AP®General
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Help
®
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UPDATED! A Closer Look features
have been updated to reflect recent
news and discoveries in the field of
chemistry, providing relevance and
applications for students. End-ofchapter questions give students
the chance to test whether they
understood the concept or not.
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NEW! The author
team utilized
Mastering metadata
to edit and clarify inchapter Go Figure and
Give It Some Thought
questions, as well
as end-of-chapter
problems. User data
helped them to
identify problematic
questions and then
modify, replace, or
delete—resulting
in a more diverse
and polished set of
problems.
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NEW! Before and after photos

2

The visual program has been revised for
enhanced clarity and to create a clean, modern
look. Style changes include: expanded use of
3D renderings, new white annotation boxes
with crisp leader lines, and a more saturated
art palette. (1) Annotations offer expanded
explanations; additional new leaders emphasize
key relationships and key points in figures. (2)
NEW! Before and after photos clearly show
characteristics of endothermic and exothermic
reactions. Added reaction equations connect the
chemistry to what’s happening in the photos.
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Embedded in eText 2.0, as well as assignable in MasteringChemistryTM, new
features engage students through interactivity to enhance the reading experience
and help them learn challenging chemistry concepts.
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features engage students through interactivity to enhance the reading experience
and help them learn challenging chemistry concepts.
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The visual program has been revised for
enhanced clarity and to create a clean, modern
look. Style changes include: expanded use of
3D renderings, new white annotation boxes
with crisp leader lines, and a more saturated
art palette. (1) Annotations offer expanded
explanations; additional new leaders emphasize
key relationships and key points in figures. (2)
NEW! Before and after photos clearly show
characteristics of endothermic and exothermic
reactions. Added reaction equations connect the
chemistry to what’s happening in the photos.
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Chemistry:
The Central Science

Continuous Learning
Before, During, and After Class

Designed with the single purpose of helping
your students reach more moments of true
understanding that lead to better results.
NEW! eText 2.0

• Full eReader functionality includes page navigation, search, glossary, highlighting, note taking,
annotations, and more.
• A responsive design allows the eText to reflow and resize to your device or screen. eText 2.0 now works on
supported smartphones, tablets, and laptop/desktop computers.
• In-context glossary offers students instant access to definitions by simply hovering over key terms.
• Seamlessly integrated eInteractives engage students through interactivity to further enhance their learning
experience.
* New! 50 Interactive Sample Exercises bring key Sample Exercises in the text to life through animation and
narration.
* New! 27 SmartFigures walk students through complex visual representations, dispelling common
misconceptions before they take root.
• Accessible (screen-reader ready).
• Configurable reading settings, including resizable type and night reading mode.

Mastering® Chemistry is the most advanced, most widely
used online chemistry tutorial and homework program
available.
Mastering Chemistry, with Pearson eText, utilizes the
Socratic method to coach students through problemsolving techniques, offering hints and simpler questions
on request to help students learn, not just practice.
Tutorials guide students through the most challenging
chemistry topics andhelp them make connections. The
Mastering system helps teachers maximize class time
with easy-to-assign, customizable, and automatically
graded assessments that motivate students to learn.

TRY IT TODAY!

Teachers, register for preview access today at
Savvas.com/access_request.
Select Science, Initial Access, and
complete the form under Option 2. Teacher
preview code will be delivered via email.
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The Pearson eText gives
students access to the text
whenever and wherever they
can access the Internet.
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eText features include:
• Now available on
smartphones and tablets.
• Seamlessly integrated videos
and other rich media.
• Fully accessible (screen-reader ready).

Continuous Learning
Before, During, and After Class

• Configurable reading settings, including resizable
type and night reading mode.
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• Instructor and student note-taking, highlighting,
bookmarking, and search.
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Mobile Media and Reading Assignments Ensure Students Come to Class Prepared.

9780134650951

Pre-Lecture Reading Quizzes are easy to customize & assign
NEW! Reading Questions ensure that students complete the assigned
reading before class and stay on track with reading assignments. Reading
Questions are 100% mobile ready and can be completed by students on
mobile devices.
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@SavvasLearning
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NEW! Dynamic
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personalize each
student’s learning
experience. Created
to allow students to
acquire knowledge
on their own and
be better prepared
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and assessments, this
mobile app is available
for iOS and Android
devices.

Pearson eText in MasteringGeography
gives students access to the text whenever and wherever they can access the
internet. eText features include:
• Now available on smartphones and tablets.
• Seamlessly integrated videos and other rich media.

